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Most Companies are more customer centric than they were 

before. By adopting this strategy, it made the electronic 

commerce growing and enhance buyers experience. from the 

other side, Companies started to explore this customer 

experience -data generated- to extract knowledge about their 

customer to be well managed – eCRM - instead of classic 

customer relationship Management - CRM. Large quantity of 

Data motivated the companies to look for changes, and ask for 

more functionality, and this are what influenced software editors 

to adapt their solutions and implement the power of data. 

Nowadays, data available – Big Data – put the existing systems 

and architectures under question and push us to rethink the 

logical layer to explore this data. Following the data vague, puts 

a need to reconsider and study the strength of eCRM/CRM 

existing solutions and architectures. 

The main contribution of this paper is to propose architecture 

built on Trust-Based recommendation able to provide to 

companies better accuracy, coverage, novelty and diversity 

during the sales process. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Customer relationship management (CRM) refers to the entire IT system dedicated to customer relationship 

management. CRM is then the IT solution to manage all information about customers and prospects and all 

interactions with them. 

Easy access to information has definitely changed the nature of customers by making them more and more 

demanding, so another reflection is needed on the customer relationship.[18] 

New technologies and knowledge that we can get from data available on social networks [16], can be a new 

opportunity that will enhance customer management strategies, to avoid customer retention and be aware 

about competition benefits. 

This Data knowledge can help also active departments within a company specially sales, to well define targets 

and have clear vision of its current and future customers. 

The implementation of CRM in companies requires several challenges, in fact about 70% of CRM projects 

lead to either losses or no improvement in the performance of the company according to market research 

commercial [Web-1]. These negative results are well described at the academic and professional level [2]. 

That's why many companies and startups focused on the big-data [14] and CRM business niche have been 

forced to revise their architecture because of the diversity and heterogeneity of the data available. 

To improve the performance of CRM, we propose in this article a trust-based recommendation architecture, 

which will include a big data module. Trust-based recommendation offers big potential to avoid CRM 

limitations. This allows users to know who and how much to trust each other by evaluating the quality of the 

ranking information they receive. 

This document is organized as follows: in the second section, current architectures will be discussed, in 

section 3, we will define new model of architecture that is adapted to big data then in section 4 conclusion and 

other research path will be presented. 

 

2. CRM PRINCIPLES ANDARCHITECTURE: 

 

2.1. DEFINITIONS 

CRM: 

 

Customer Relationship Management is a set of tools and techniques that : 

- Collecting and populating Data of a customer 

- Respond to customer complaints and needs in a fast and convenient SLA 

- store a record of customer information 

- Re-use this information and learn to understand the needs of the customer 

Customer Relationship Management (CRM) is a process companies use to understand their customer 

groups and respond quickly—and at times, instantly—to shifting customer desires, CRM technology 

allows firms to collect and manage large amounts of customer data and then carry out strategies based 

on that information. 

 

Social CRM 

 

Social customer relationship management (social CRM) refers to the use of social media and social 

media techniques to engage a business’s customer base, Social CRM is seen as a customer-centric 

approach to providing service and product support. And reply generally to how to incorporate customer 
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relationship management (CRM) analytics into your social media marketing strategy to grow the online 

presence and the business [10, 19]. 

 

2.2. CRM ARCHITECTURES 

Similiraties can be shown and presented from the Studies of CRM architectures in [5], [6] and [8]. 

Figure 1 shows the CRM conceptual components: 

 

 
Figure 1. CRM Components 

 

Business process and technology model present an important fragment of CRM system. According to 

HP and Gartner [7] we can define three technology classes: 

 

Collaborative technology: 

Due to developed communication technologies that participate on collaborative technology let customer 

network with organizations. According to [22] this is centralized communication network that can 

include the entire supply chain [11). 

 

 
 

Technology class present the main class that participated of eCRM system enhancement, which is based 

on Web, this facilitated the way and give more communication channel (extranet, intranet, and mobile) 

[12] 

New available Data due to Big Data wave, push solution editors to adapt them in order to have new 

features that aims to exchange data with new channels, and explore different types of non-structured 

data. 

Operational Technology: 

 

Main function consists of integration and automation of horizontal process in association with the 

customer - front-office and back-office. they ensure the constant improvement of the sales, marketing 

and customer service processes and enable to automate and manage: 

 

- Managing contact and track the leads, and opportunities that represent Marketing Plan. 

- channels and sources 

- Sales forces (registration of visits and surveys, marking potential customers) 
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- Folowing sales Agent (sales forces) actions (visits, potential customers, and surveys) 

 

Among operational CRM important component, is Call Center, [22], this allow the companies to store 

recorded calls and collect the information needed to follow the customer story with the company [22]. 

 

Analytical Technology: 

 

We group the applications used to analyze the data collected in operational CRM applications 

(Customer Relationship Management). The Analytical CRM tools proposes to better know its 

customers by the analysis of centralized and structured data around the notion of customer, [22] 

The concrete applications of analytical CRM are numerous: customer value tracking (cross-fertilization 

of quantitative and qualitative data),  customer segmentation, analysis of cross selling opportunities 

and up selling (principle of additional or additional sales) analysis of the quality of service rendered to 

the customer, measurement of the impact of marketing campaigns [9] and improved sales and customer 

loyalty. [26] 

 

 

 

3. DesignedArchitecture 

 

InBased on the study of CRM systems made in the previous sections, we inherited the concepts to 

propose our architecture. In our model, we added a complete module as illustrated in the figure below, 

which represents a Big Data ecosystem which will have as main task the preparation of the data to be 

treated converging with other existing, and those which are in fact the results of the previous 

Interpretations.We propose three main sub-modules: 

 
Real-time analysis, storage tools and processing tools. These three modules are complementary in terms 

of data processing (excluding the techniques and algorithms used) and in terms of real time, special 

mechanisms in terms of storage must be adapted [17,20]. The synchronization between these three sub-

modules will be decisive to complete the overall process of interpretation of Big Data 5V. In case of 

separation of these three modules, we will see that the complexity can decrease by mixing the available 

tools (analysis, storage, treatment) such as hadoop, pentaho, Hbase, MongoDB, unlike traditional 

approaches, service-oriented solution introduces a service layer into the logical view of information 

technology, Services create an intermediate layer between business processes and applications that 

support their execution. Services encapsulate certain capabilities of business applications or processes. In 

this architecture style, integration can be done at the level of process activities and not at the level of 

Figure 2. High Level Design for Proposed Model 
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business applications. Moreover, this integration is done via well-defined service interfaces that are 

accessible by several users. 

 

 
Figure 3. Deployment and implementation for proposed model 

 

 

The main work is to consume the repositories of existing CRM solutions, after having determined and 

defined a subset that will allow to classify common elements, and to facilitate interfacing configuration 

with other modules of the proposed Big Data ecosystem.SOA respects the service-oriented paradigm to 

locate the discovered service at the logical architecture level as the primary means for building logical 

solutions that consist of services. These solutions form a new generation of distributed computing 

platforms called Service-Oriented Computing (SOC)[20]. Therefore the main objective of a company 

engaging in an SOA approach is the rationalization of the business. Finally, the authors in [13], specify 

that SOA is primarily an architectural and organizational approach: the choice of technologies and tools 

remains secondary. It is an architectural style that allows the company to make better use of the 

strategic lever that constitutes the information system becoming a true partner of the functional 

departments. 

 

4. RECOMMENDATION AND TRUST-BASED APPROACH 

 

Recommendation: 

 

The goal of recommendation systems is suggesting a user the items that might be of interest for him/her 

[27]. The ratings of the unseen/unrated items are estimated using heuristics and machine learning 

approaches and then the items with the highest estimation values are chosen.At their best, smart 

systems serve buyers and sellers alike: Consumers save the time and effort of wading through the vast 

possibilities of the digital marketplace, and businesses build loyalty and drive sales through 

differentiated experiences. 
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4.1. Challenges and Improvements: 

 

The expectations from a recommender system are giving good recommendations and estimations 

(accuracy), predicting rating of items (coverage), recommending new items (novelty), recommending 

different items (diversity), not strongly changing recommendations in a short time (stability), and not 

being affected by attacks (resistance to attacks) [25]. 

The main challenges of recommender system are: 

Data sparsity: It is unlikely that two users rated same items many times. This makes it harder to 

calculate similarity.  

Cold start for user: The user who has not rated sufficiently many items may suffer from not getting 

accurate results. This may occur since similar users to this user can not be found.    

Cold start for item: The newly introduced item may suffer from not getting enough ratings, which 

leads to not being recommended to anyone  

Attacks: There can be attacks to the recommendation system, such as copying the users whole profile 

and make system to think that the attacker and the user are very similar. This way an attacker can fool 

the system and make it suggest any item rated by attacker to the user. 

We took into consideration these challenges to look for an approach that can help to enhance the 

recommendation systems buy using social trus and analyses how we use relationships to design the 

solution. 

 

4.2. Trust-Based recommendation 

 

Many social scientists are attracted to the subject of trust. Yet, to date, none of them has proposed a 

unanimous definition. Georg Simmel was one of the first sociologists to write about trust. According to 

Georg, this is one of the most important socializing forces in society. For others , [24], it is a 

mechanism to reduce the complexity of the social world. 

The models of computational trust stand out according to the type of trust considered (local, global), 

their scales of confidence values (binary, gradual, probabilistic), their consideration or not of the 

mistrust, their strategy to propagate the confidence. 

Content filtering requires the provision of semantic data on items, in addition to an analysis step to 

retrieve and represent them In our system, we have similar cases where products in companies do not 

have enough information to achieve this correlation with the customer. We opt for a hybridization in 

this case by increasing the properties (Figure 3 Ecosystem Big Data) thanks to unknown data (feelings 

of users, explicit need, competition ...). Following the global analysis of social networks and user 

profiles, this first analysis will give more information even in the case of a new user, and this challenge 

- Cold Start - is part of the elements presented in the previous section. Then, we improve our 

recommendation in the case where the attributes are quite sufficient, by the handling of the customers 

network is a sub-element of the social networks, more particularly, the modeling of the trust, as added 

value in our system. After applying a logistic (or linear) regressionwe add the weight of trust as an 

attribute by querying our local database of relationships and mapping results nodes with social network 

APIs to have information that responds if needed. 

 

4.3. Trust-Based recommandation – proposed architecture 

 

Our approach followed is to extend the functionality of a traditional CRM system to enable the sales 

force agent to choose the right products to present to customer during a visit or prospection. Our system 

is part of the front office tools of the company to allow interaction with the client in the sense of 

socialization with people in charge of cooperation and partnership (manager, purchasing department, 

decision makers, ...) [15]. These must create a personal space. The system, using the APIs (step "2.1" 

and the data extracted in step "1"), queries social networks (in our case twitter, LinkedIn or Facebook), 

seeks to extract filtered information focused on the business (or person in charge) in question and / or 

its products. We are interested in the extraction of networks of friends, tweets about the company 
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(sector of activity, service or product of the company, ...). Following the data of step "1" and "2", we try 

to build a first graph, if the data are considered insufficient, we go to step "3".Initially, during step "3", 

the system gives a global view of customers’ sentiments towards the elements (product, Service)  of 

filtering used by making the sentimental analysis of the text. We can also analyze the return of social 

data to have the feelings of people and other companies in general towards the company in question, as 

a result, we will store the result of the analysis of feelings in a new attribute at the end of the step "3.1" 

are other key data that illustrates the hybridization by increasing attributes. 

 

 
Figure 4. Trust implementation Architecture 

 

User profiles sometimes do not contain key information for our model, which is a point of difficulty for 

recommendation systems in general. We chose to add attributes to the company's internal data to 

overcome this issue. The first piece of information is the overall trust that we can have either by 

calculating the trust of each user or, in the case of lack of data, we can have it following a semantic 

analysis of the social networks and / or the returns of the customers on an exact product.  

This model is based on the architectures of major publishers, and to ensure the integration and 

exploitation of big data data we used the APIs to extract new knowledge. Experiments will be the 

subject of future work 

 

5. Conclusion 

 

The impacts of social networks are visible in many areas. These networks have come in our lives, and 

many of their applications will remain available for a long time, thanks to the many benefits they bring. 

In addition, other functions of social networks remain unexplored, and will develop further simplifying 

our lives. The advent of technology is transforming people's habits considerably. 
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Our work presented a summary study of existing architechtures offered by known specialist industries, 

and a comparaison is made to clarify the model that we proposed, we added an ecosystem that is 

capable of integrating Big Data in order to create new added value and competitive features. 

 

Trust between partners in a relationship results in the ability to believe that one will always act for the 

good of the other and will not engage in opportunistic action that may be harmful to the other. Trust 

relies on two elements: credibility and benevolence. The first element refers to the reliability of the 

partner's skills. The second is the belief that the intentions of one partner are good for the other. But, 

given the asymmetry of the positions of the partners involved in the relationship, trust has a good 

chance of being under asymmetry too, namely reciprocity. 

Our research is based on models verified and can have perspectives to focus on technical faisability and 

technology comparaison, and consolidating strenghts of each solution and explore new data. 
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